DIMENSIONS ARE MAXIMUM UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED.

MATERIAL: HOUSING-POLYCARBONATE, CLEAR TERMINAL- PHOSPHOR BRONZE, PLATED WITH 1.27μm (.000050) MINIMUM THICK GOLD IN LOCALIZED GOLD PLATE AREA, GOLD FLASH OVER THE REMAINDER, OVER 2.54μm (.000100) MINIMUM THICK NICKEL UNDERPLATE. SHIELD- COPPER ALLOY PLATED WITH 2.03μm (.000080) MINIMUM THICK TIN LEAD OVER 2.03μm (.000080) MINIMUM THICK COPPER UNDERPLATE.

3. PLUG WILL ACCEPT 24 OR 26 AWG SOLID WIRE, 0.74-0.99 [.029-.039] DIAMETER, WITH A 5.08 [.200] DIAMETER MAXIMUM JACKET.

TERMINATED DIMENSION 6.15 [.242] MAXIMUM.

PACKAGED 500 ASSEMBLIES PER CARTON.
PACKAGED 100 ASSEMBLIES PER BOX.
PACKAGED 25 ASSEMBLIES PER POLYBAG.